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FRONT COVER: ANNUAL
EXERCISE FOR THE MILITARY
ACADEMY – A crew from the
South African Military Academy
takes to the sea in their rigid
inflatable boat as part of the
39th edition of the annual Trans
Enduro exercise which began in
Gqerberha on 26 October and
ended in Saldanha on 4
December last year. (Photo by
L Cpl Paul Mpangala)
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MESSAGE

from the
editor’s desk

I

t has been challenging for our military to wage a sustained
war on the Corona-virus pandemic as challenges abound,
but we have run a good race if one carefully thinks about
it. Battling a silent enemy like this is not an easy feat,
especially when there are many other threats on so many
other fronts demanding the serious undivided attention of
our men and women in uniform.
Over the past few months, we have seen our country’s
resolve to always maintain a sense of normalcy and order
being seriously challenged, with the security apparatus
being called upon to be on standby to respond, and defend
our democracy and statehood in the best way it saw fit.
Over and over again, the South African National Defence
Force has risen to the occasion and towered over adversity
and immense challenges. We have witnessed our soldiers
selflessly putting themselves in harm’s way so that their
fellow countrymen and women could live without fear.
The country knows that whenever the call goes out to
“send in the soldiers” when things threaten to fall apart they
need not fear, on the contrary, they know the centre will
hold. Stability and peace will reign. Our soldiers stood fast
during the July unrest against the swell of evil that sought to
engulf our country. Our soldiers stand guard on the
borderline and beyond, helping bring peace to the continent
even if it means the cost of their own lives.
It was just a few days before Christmas last year when
one of the country’s finest, Cpl Tebogo Radebe succumbed to
his injuries while on the Southern African Development
Community mission to restore stability and bring peace and
calm to Mozambique’s Cabo Delgado province.
A part of us died that day and again on 23 December
2021, flanked by the family and friends of this fallen soldier
and operator, Chief of the SANDF, Gen Rudzani Maphwanya,
had the unenviable task of receiving the mortal remains of
this fighter who fell in battle on a mission to rid that
Southern African country of instability and turmoil. As the
chief reminded us all, Corporal Radebe did not die in vain,
but laid down his life for peace and stability on the
continent.
Our soldiers have been busy, while citizens were also on
the other hand engaged in all manner of things. We recently
experienced the unfortunate incident of the majestic
National Assembly building – which is considered the citadel
of South Africa’s democracy - going up in smoke. Amidst the
mayhem and fire raging, Air Force Base Ysterplaat Military
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Aviation Rescue and Firefighting Services were activated and
joined in the effort to douse the flames that were literally
consuming our national democracy.
The seat of the highest court in the land was also not
spared the madness, with a deranged individual hammering
away on the institution's windows with a sledgehammer at
the Constitutional Court building at Constitutional Hill,
Hillbrow.
The fabric of our constitutional state has once again been
attacked but through resilience, the omni-present nature of
the SANDF, and South Africans’ commitment to nationhood we have lived to see another day.
In this edition of SA Soldier magazine we continue to
bring you all the stories that help put a face to the
tremendous travails of our soldiers. We bring you the stories
that put a face to the force for good that is the SANDF.
This edition also marks the end of my tenure as acting
Editor. It has been a great honour and privilege to lead a team
of writers and contributors who throughout the past five
months have ensured that we publish a directed, wellcoordinated and professional magazine that was wholesomely
tailor-made to our readers' preferences.
It has been challenging but equally fulfilling to lead,
curate and publish a magazine with content worthy of the
pages it is written on, as well as do justice to the monetary
investment channelled towards running this departmental
reading staple.
It is my sincerest belief and hope that what we have done
here in almost half a year has been something that could be
built on to take the magazine to greater heights. As we
anticipate and prepare for Armed Forces Day 2022
celebrations that complete the circle of all our nine provinces,
and other events contained in the Department of Defence
calendar, I invite you to dig into these pages and enjoy your
read.
And with Omicron, Flurona and the entire family of COVID
variants still looming large and a threat to our health, let us
maintain adherence to all life-saving COVID-19 protocols and
rest assured that as with all other adversities, we shall outlast
this pandemic.
Until we meet again, stay safe, say in public what you say
in private, and be kind to one another.

Maj Marumo Machete
Acting Editor SA Soldier
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Hard work pays off as SANDF officer earns
his PhD in Human Resource Management
Organisational
Behaviour.
The most
significant
contribution of his
research paper was the
Article by Staff Reporter
Photo supplied
formulation of the
employee relations
fter registering for his PhD in
framework that is
January 2018 and dedicating himself
aimed at improving
to his academic work, the Senate
employee job
approved Lieutenant Colonel Zamokuhle
satisfaction and work
Shabane’s doctoral thesis on 15 September
engagement. The
2021. It had been more than three years of
themes that emerged
total determination and knowledge,
are consultation, team
conquering professional barriers, for Lt Col
building, drive,
Shabane who graduated with his Doctorate
employee benefits,
in Human Resources Management from
management style,
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT)
personal relations,
on 10 November 2021.
absorption, dedication
Lt Col Zamokuhle Shabane graduated with
and vigour.
Dr Shabane’s study titled: “Employee
his Doctorate in Human Resources
An article has been
relations framework for building job
Management from Tshwane University of
submitted
for
satisfaction and work engagement in the
Technology in November 2021.
publishing in the peer
South African military,” was conducted
review journal, African Journal of
Management at Durban University
within the military setting with the approval of
Employee Relations. His PhD was
of Technology in 2002. He then
all the relevant structures. It set out to explore
supervised by Prof C.M. Schultz, costudied further, receiving his
and better understand how the employee
supervised by Dr K.F. Lessing and Dr
Bachelor and Master’s Degrees in
relations framework can better be harnessed to
C.E. van Hoek.
Human Resources Management at
help realise job satisfaction and work
Lt Col Shabane, or Dr Shabane as
TUT in 2013 and 2017 respectively.
engagement amongst those involved.
he can now title himself, is rearing
He has been serving in the
In his thesis, the focus was mainly on
to challenge himself further and
SANDF within the SA Army
determining the essential themes that can be
reach new heights in his military
Personnel Service Corps (PSC),
incorporated in a framework of employee
since January 2004. During his time career as a Human Resource (HR)
relations with the aim of improving job
Officer based at Chief Directorate
in the army, he has served at 6
satisfaction and work engagement in the South
Human Resource Management.
South African Infantry battalion, 7
African Army establishment. His study further
Armed with his newly acquired
South African Infantry battalion,
sought to determine if there are significant
wealth of knowledge, a highly
SA Army Support Formation
positive relationships between employee
sought-after qualification in the HR
Headquarters,
Directorate
Human
relations, job satisfaction and work engagement
environment, Lt Col (Dr) Shabane is
Resource
Acquisition
and
his
in the South African Army formation.
determined to plough back to his
current
post
as
Staff
Officer
(SO1)
His paper went on to determine if employee
area of responsibility and take the
CM Mobility.
relations is a mediator between job satisfaction
HR occupation in the Department of
As SO1 CM Mobility at D HR
and work engagement, and lastly look at
Defence to new heights. He is also
CM, Dr Shabane is responsible for
whether military personnel of different
open to sharing his earned
foreign learning opportunities. He
demographic groups differ in their views of
knowledge and lived experiences in
has also been a part-time lecturer
employee relations, job satisfaction and work
the HR field to empower others who
at Tshwane University of
engagement.
are keen on studying towards
Technology, Department of People
Lt Col (Dr) Shabane was born in Mandeni,
further understanding how the
Management and Development
KwaZulu-Natal. He matriculated in 1999 at
machinations of HR management
since January 2019 teaching:
uThukela High School, before going on to obtain
work.
Human Resources 1, 2, 3 and
his National Diploma in Human Resources
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Exercise TRANS ENDURO

Trans Enduro is as much about sweating to
assist as it is about sweating to excel
Article AB Samuel Ramonyai,
Lt (SAN) Thandeka Mtsweni and
Lt Tshegofatso Molobele
Photos by L Cpl Paul Mpangala, Lt Njabulo
Hlongwane and Lt Ntlhake Pooe

T

he South African Military Academy
students emerged from the groves of
academia to concentrate on fitness and
endurance instead for the academy’s annual
Trans Enduro Exercise.
The event which has been running for four
decades, started at Shark Rock Pier in Port

Military Academy students begin their annual
Trans Enduro exercise at Shark Rock Pier in
Gqeberha on the first day of the event.

Exercise Commander Lieutenant Divan Oss, explaining
the importance and the background of the exercise
during the morning parade at Jeffrey’s Bay.
Elizabeth now Gqeberha on 26 November,
finishing in Saldanha on the in Cape Town on 26
November to 4 December 2021, fully intent on
raising funds for the Masiza community
outreach programme, the Academy’s adopted
community project.
The Exercise is an annual endurance race,
planned, funded and executed by the first- and
second-year students of the Military Academy
mainly to engage with communities by
rendering assistance where needed through the
Masiza Team. The exercise was cancelled last
year due to Covid-19.
Masiza is the heartbeat of the exercise;
identifying disadvantaged communities and
service organisations with the help of the local
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municipalities,
which the
students then
help where
they can.
Lieutenant Kearabetswe Malebana, the leader of
Exercise
Masiza outreach programme.
commander
Lieutenant Divan Oss said Trans
The initial event evolved over
Enduro can be traced back to 1982
the next 40 years and this year
when a group of Military Academy
there were ten teams competing
students organised an adventure
against each other in endurance
race from Gqeberha to Saldanha
events on land (cycling 50 Km and
Bay. The race was conducted
running up to 10 km a day) and sea
through the use of two inflatable
(between 30 and 50 nautical miles a
boats, following the coastal towns,
day, sea state dependent.) Trans
he said.
Enduro also has specialist support
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time that the orphanage
had been helped by the
Masiza programme, after
members donated food,
blankets and clothes on
Mandela Day earlier this
year.
She said the military
was now part of her
family.
“My heart sings for
joy when I find people like
military who still have a
gift of giving. Even
though they don’t have

Team Masiza, the Military Academy students
who deal with the outreach programme.
teams covering fundraising, media, signals, logistics
and “kaaswors” for beverages and entertainment.
Apart from raising funds in each coastal town
along their way, Lieutenant Oss said a key aspect of
the exercise is to understand the social challenges
of communities along the route and improve them
through the Masiza community outreach
programme, improving civil military relations and
promoting regional peace and security.
The leader of Masiza outreach programme,
Lieutenant Kearabetswe Malebana, explained that
the project covers from cleaning streets and
neighbourhoods, painting schools and visiting
retirement homes. However, this year she said the

Members of Team Masiza cleaning and reconditioning
Sinethemba orphanage in Gqeberha.

Team Masiza donating school shoes to
Sinethemba orphanage.
team stretched out its helping hand even
further.
“The Masiza programme this year focused
on senior citizens and early childhood,” she
said.
Just after launching in Gqeberha, the Masiza

team visited an orphanage;
Sinethemba Children’s Centre at
Korsten where the founder and
chairperson, Mme Signoria
Qolani who is now 59 years old
was on hand to welcome them.
The care centre had work done
on their garden, the boys’ and
girls’ rooms were painted, their
beds were repaired and were
provided with new ones as well
as receiving donations of
sanitary towels, food and school
shoes.
The Sinethemba founder
could not hold her tears for the
amazing work done by Masiza.
She said: “I could not wait for
this day to come. I am happy
that I am finally seeing this coming
together.”
She said the orphanage had
become fully dependent on private
donations as government support
had stopped. This was the second
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much they are still willing to
share. I thank them so much with
all of my heart.
“May they grow and
experience success and what they
did for me, may they also do to
others. We need more people like
military in our communities,” she
said.
Lieutenant Malebana and her
Second in Command, Lieutenant
Lena Mamabolo, said that the
project was just the beginning as
they are actively involved in
projects uplifting underprivileged
communities.
The Academy Chief Military
Instructor, Lt Col Morne Booyjens
described this exercise as a
mechanism to develop leadership
qualities within these students and
in return, it exposes communities
to young men and women of high
calibre serving in the South
African National Defence Force.
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Students win hearts and minds in the
Eastern Cape
Article by AB Samuel Ramonyai,
Lt (SAN) Thandeka Mtsweni and
Lt Tshegofatso Molobele
Photos by L Cpl Paul Mpangala, Lt Njabulo
Hlongwane and Lt Ntlhake Pooe

D

uring their stop over at Kouga in
Jeffreys Bay, the Trans Enduro
Military Academy Students identified
two children’s day-care facilities to assist and
refurbish, namely, the Kate van der Merwe

Jeffrey’s Bay Ward Councillor Mr
Jacques Alexander hands over a
letter of goodwill to the Exercise
Commander, Lieutenant Divan
Oss.
Jaques Alexandra commended the
students. The records of the Trans
Enduro projects over the years had
shown tremendous work, he said.
“It is really inspiring to see what
our soldiers are doing in our
communities. They continue to make a
difference to the lives of our people. We
want to thank you and wish you well
for your contributions to the society,”
he said.
The Executive Mayor of Kouga, Mr
Dave Swartz also spoke to the group in

The Masiza team assists with the
refurbishing of Mommy’s Day
Care.
Crèche in Humansdorp and Mommy’s
Day Care.
After the two day-care centres the
Masiza outreach programme was able to
fix doors, paint and donate stationery
and toys. The founder of Mommy’s Day
Care, Gladys Jaffon, appreciated the
students’ gesture.
“I am very happy. I have always been
waiting for any sponsor that God could
possibly send in our direction,” she said.
Dorine Braam, the Principal of the Kate
Van der Merwe Creche, echoed her
gratitude.
Jeffreys Bay Ward Councillor, Mr
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Members of the Masiza team help with fitting and fixing doors at the
Kate Van der Merwe Crèche in Humansdorp.
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ABOVE AND LEFT: By land and sea; syndicate
members from the South African Military
Academy pound the roads and brave the swells
out at sea as they forge their way from
Gqeberha to Saldanha during the 39th edition
of the annul Trans Enduro Exercise.
Plettenberg Bay where he commended Trans Enduro
for the work the students were doing in the
communities and the many lives their generosity was
touching.
The Masiza team visited Kwanokuthula and
Plettenburg Bay Industrial area accompanied by the
Chief of Staff of the Military Academy, Col Sibongile
Hlabana; Adjutant Major Esther Disetle and Chaplain
Dorah Mphahlele, to paint and clean up the buildings
at Emmanuel Educare Centre and donate food and
bowls to the Eyethu Educare centre.
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Service and generosity key as young SANDF
ambassadors reach out

Article by AB Samuel Ramonyai,
Lt (SAN) Thandeka Mtsweni and
Lt Tshegofatso Molobele
Photos by L Cpl Paul Mpangala, Lt
Njabulo Hlongwane and Lt Ntlhake Pooe

A

t their resting towns; including
George, Stillbaai, Struisbaai and
Hermanus, the students took a break
from their exertions to make a difference
to the lives of local community members;
visiting creches, day care centres and
homeless shelters to donate clothes,
sanitary towels, food, wools for knitting,
educational toys, chairs and tables.

Deputy Mayor of George, Councillor Raybin Figland, welcomes and
praises the teams for the dedication, discipline, wisdom and
endurance they have showed since the start of the excercise.
The Deputy Mayor of George
Mr Raybin Figland praised the
team for their dedication,
discipline, wisdom and
endurance, saying that the
military is often seen as being
detached from the community,
but the students’ efforts was
testimony to the fact the SANDF

LEFT AND BELOW: Members
of Team Masiza hand over
gifts and donations to
different communities
around the George area.
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that the Academy still continues with
the exercise. “It is quite an exercise that
is strenuous and at the end it builds
character. Along the way it gets tiring
but it also builds one to be strong,” She
said.
Having character was what enabled
the students to interact with the local
communities along the way, she said,
adding that she was very proud of what
they have achieved.

The sea team demonstrate their
sea skills at the shore of Saldanha
Bay during their last day.
understands the needs of people.
In his welcoming address the Deputy
Mayor of Overstrand Municipality, Mr
Lindile Ntsabo also thanked the students
for gracing their shores, saying Masiza
had not just touched their community
but also inspired children and young
adults around Hermanus.

The cycling team arrive in Saldanha Bay
during their last day of the exercise.

Deputy Chief of Human Resources of the South African National
Defence Force,Maj Gen Catherine Motlhabane welcomes Trans
Enduro Military Academy students back to Saldanha Bay, nine days
after their start with the exercise in Gqeberha on 24 November 2021.
Military Academy commandant Brig
Gen José De Castro, who joined the group
in Struisbaai, was thoroughly impressed
by his students.
“We are developing and training
future officers that we are going to give
to this country. Not only will they be
great leaders for the SANDF but to the
country and communities.
“You going to be great leaders who
are going to achieve better in life. You
are making the academy and the SANDF
proud. Continue to do what you doing.
Good planning and preparation lead to
better outcomes."
The last stop of the Trans Enduro

Exercise 2021 was in Saldanha
Bay, nine days since it started in
Gqeberha on 24 November 2021.
The team arrived in Saldanha on
4 December around 14:00 where
they were welcomed by the
Deputy Chief of Human Resources
of the South African National
Defence Force, Maj Gen Catherine
Motlhabane; General Officer
Commanding Training Command,
Rear Admiral (JG) Kaseval
Naidoo and Saldanha Bay Mayor,
Mr Andre Truter.
Maj Gen Motlhabane said the
entire SANDF was very proud

SA SOLDIER

“To the commandant of the academy,
we appreciate that you have given the
students an opportunity to participate in
this exciting event. Even though two
members tested positive along the way we
happy to report that they are safe and
isolating at home. This gives us (another)
opportunity that we use to tell people to go
out and vaccinate.
“We are at the end of the year and some
will be graduating and on behalf of the Chief
Human Resources we want to congratulate
you on the steps that you have taken to go
thus far. Those who will be staying behind
we want to encourage you to work hard.
Mayor Truter, in his welcome speech,
said the exercise reminded him that society
is built on little pieces.
“When we are together, we can do thing
better. Two years back I remember that I
also welcomed the students back but not as
a mayor but as a council member,” he said
telling the group that whether they thought
they can or cannot do something was all in
the mind, precisely what the Trans Enduro
exercise had shown them.
The exercise will take place again next
year between November and December,
once again executed by the first- and
second-year Military Academy students.
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NEW APPOINTMENT

Walking in at the gates as a recruit, she has
come back as the commander

Article by Maj Marumo Machete
Photos by Ms Fikile Marakalla

A

restless Col Tiisetso Sekgobela anxiously
waits for her predecessor and entourage
to arrive at her office during the last few
minutes leading to the official change of
command parade to be held at the hall in 3
South African Infantry Battalion (3 SAI Bn).
Today, (Thursday, 18 November 2021) is her
big day. She has come full circle having walked
through the gates of this very unit 17 years back
on 19 January 2004 as a civilian, a recruit about
to start her Basic Military Training, only the
second class after the introduction of the
Military Skills Development System (MSDS) the
year before, and with it what will be an
illustrious career in the military.

Colonel Tiisetso Sekgobela.

Invited guests at the change of command ceremony at 3 South African
Infantry Battalion.
Now she is on the cusp of being officially
bestowed the responsibilityt of being Officer
Commanding of one of the SANDF’s key basic
military training centres. It’s a dream she would
never have dared imagine as a shy 21-year-old
girl from Sedawa village near Hoedspruit in
Limpopo.
From that class of 2004, Col Sekgobela is now
among an elite group of former MSDS members
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who are now in very senior
positions in the SANDF.
Her predecessor, Brig Gen
Mathanzima Mantshiyane and
main functionary, from whom she
has taken over in June this year
arrives, as does General Officer
Commanding SA Army Training
Formation, Brig Gen Meshach
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Madie accompanied by other senior
officers and warrant officers.
Today Brig Gen Mantshiyane,
currently the General Officer
Commanding 43 SA Brigade
Headquarters officially hands over
the reins to Col Sekgobela at a sit-in
indoor Change of Command
ceremony. The moment everyone
has been waiting for finally arrives,
and with all guests and unit
members seated, the podium group
emerges with Brig Gen Mantshiyane
and Colonel Sekgobela flanked by
their personal assistants.
Chaplain T.I. Moncho offers a
scripture reading and prayer and the
official events proceed. Delivering
his farewell address, Brig Gen
Mantshiyane who served as Officer
Commanding 3 SAI Bn for a little
over six years, speaks glowingly of
the unit members and local
stakeholders who supported his
vision during his tenure.
The success of the unit over the
years has been due to the
commitment everyone has shown to

SA Soldier

NEW APPOINTMENT
make 3 SAI Battalion a training Centre of
Excellence that the SA Army Training Formation
and the SA Army in general can be proud of, he
says. He only has the highest praise for Col
Sekgobela.
“I have known Colonel Sekgobela for quite
some time, and everyone who followed her
career will attest to the fact that she has earned
her stripes through hard work and dedication. I
have no doubt that with her in command, 3 SA
Infantry Battalion is in good hands,” the GOC 43
SA Brigade Headquarters declares.
The Change of Command ceremony ensues
with Brig Gen Mantshiyane relinquishing his
command duties to Col Sekgobela who aptly

could help us venture into other
developmental courses for the SA
Army.”
Col Sekgobela understands that
her unit’s strength lies with her
human resource component which
naturally drives the programmes
she puts in place as the Officer
Commanding.
“What I am interested in doing
is to create capacity amongst my
staff, empower them and ensure
that the unit is well-resourced. My
other objective is to educate my
staff about the dangers of sexual

Col Tiisetso Sekgobela’s first salute as the commander of the 3 SA Infantry
Battalion.
takes her Oath of Office and with it custodianship
of the unit’s Command Sword.
Speaking to SA Soldier on the side-lines of
events on her big day, Col Sekgobela (38) is frank
about the work that lies ahead and the need for
her to build on the successes the unit has
registered over the years under the various
Officers Commanding.
“The SA Army starts here at 3 SAI Bn. We are
tasked to equip and transform civilians with
basic soldiering skills that would prepare them
for further professional development and
utilisation in our military. We also provide noncommissioned officer formative training to
members considered the back-bone of the army.
That is how serious our role is,” Col Sekgobela
asserts.
“I want to make the unit the best Centre of
Excellence in the entire Army. Even though we
concentrate on basic soldiering. We would like to
do much greater because we have facilities that

exploitation and abuse and
empower them to be better able to
deal with issues of this nature when
they arise,” she says.
“I would have failed in my
responsibilities if I do not upgrade
the living-in quarters of my staff. I
have a burning desire to improve
their living conditions and renovate
their living quarters.
“When a person is well looked
after, his/her morale gets high and
that as a result, guarantees a higher
output and excellence at work. The
living quarters must be revamped
and made liveable for our
members.”
Col Sekgobela speaks
passionately about the importance
of discipline and fitness for her unit
to succeed in its objectives. She says
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the two are vital for success within
the military context.
“Discipline is very key because
it is the mother of all success. It is
not only about what we teach our
Basic Military Training recruits,
there is also a dire need for
everyone including my unit
members to embrace a life of
discipline and exemplary
behaviour. We do not compromise
on discipline.
“We get orders and we execute
them; it is as simple as that.
Military discipline translates to
whether our soldiers succeed in
battle or not. It is discipline that
saves the lives of soldiers during
operations.”
She also underscores the
challenges brought about by the
outbreak of the Coronavirus,
lamenting the decline of group
physical training which is a critical
metric for success in a training unit
such as hers.
“Fitness is a key part of military
discipline. And with COVID-19, we
have been encouraging staff
members and learners to do
physical training on their own since
the earlier lockdown restrictions
did not permit the gathering of
people in large groups. But with the
conditions now gradually being
relaxed, there is hope that group
physical training would take place
and we shall regain the levels of
fitness that we desire from our
members in a training unit.
“We need everyone to be fit. As
a unit, you are as good as your
slowest person. We cannot afford to
leave anyone behind,” Col
Sekgobela says.
She is passionate about women
empowerment. She understand the
significance of women taking up
spaces in leadership and how she
wishes her appointment and that of
other women within our military
and society should be seen by
women in general.
“My aspiration is to see more
women at various rank groupings
working and excelling here in 3 SAI.
More and more women instructors
must see 3 SAI Bn as a unit in which
(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)
they can play a role to inspire young girls to join
the military and be transformed from civilians to
soldiers serving their country.
“My appointment as Officer Commanding
here at 3SAI should inspire girl children and
young female soldiers that with hard work and
dedication, it is possible to come from humble
beginnings and end up in positions of authority.
Having started as an MSDS member, they should
relate to me, as I walked the same route they are
on. Ladies must tell themselves that if Col
Sekgobela could do it, I also can do it.
“For us it was a little difficult when we
started. It was difficult to become something if
you have not seen a woman reach that level and
succeed at it. But with more and more of us now
having assumed leadership roles in the military
and society, our girls and female soldiers must
realise that success is possible for as long as they

Brig Gen M.A. Mantshiyane
signing over command to Col
Tiisetso Sekgobela.

The exchanging of gifts between the outgoing and the incoming
commanders of the 3 SA Infantry Battalion.
are willing to put in the hard work.”
She says she has been inspired and
emboldened by others who came before her and
most recently by Lt Gen Thalitha Mxakatho,
Chief Defence Intelligence and the first female
three-star general in our military.
“Women must start believing and supporting
one another, and realise that what men are able
to do, we can do as well and even better,” says
Col Sekgobela, urging women to be more
assertive.
“There is no duty sheet for women and a
different one for males. We have similar
responsibilities. Our physiological make-up
might be different but that does not mean we
cannot do what men do, and do it even better.
We have proven ourselves and people must now
start believing.
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“What is even more encouraging
is the fact that in the army, there is
no ‘I’. We work as a team. There is
no one that operates as an island,
and there is support all round for all
those who are dedicated to being
the best they can ever be.”
She has many other plans up her
sleeve for her unit and is looking
into upgrading the lecture rooms to
comply with the 4th industrial
revolution requirements, with
interactive boards to encourage unit
members to empower themselves
more.
Lt Col Seitebatso Block, SO1
Operational Communication at Joint
Operations Division Headquarters, a
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guest on parade and also a member
of the 2004 MSDS intake, only had
praise for Col Sekgobela.
“The Officer Commanding is a
go-getter with unmatched
dedication. Not only does her
colourful curriculum vitae and
appointment confirm that we have
enough capable women leaders in
defence, it also serves to inspire
more and more of us as women to
start believing more in our
capabilities,” Lt Col Block says.
“What we have seen and are
continuing to see with members
who joined the military as MSDS
taking up key leadership positions
is testament that the system to
rejuvenate our military works and
is now bearing fruit.”
And with the Change of
Command parade behind her, Col
Sekgobela will be hitting the
ground running to prepare her unit
for the training programme in the
coming year. Having recently
hosted and completed Operational
Duties training preparing over 2000
Staff Sergeants to become
Sergeants Major, she has just sent
some of her instructors to undergo
cadre training to sharpen their
training skills at SA Army Infantry
School, in preparation for the busy
year ahead.
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MSDS is the incubator of greatness

Article by AB Samuel Ramonyai
Photo by L Cpl Paul Mpangala

C

.olonel Tiisetso Sekgobela is a product of
the class of the Military Skills
Development System (MSDS), that gives
young South Africans the chance to serve in our
country’s military for a two-year period.
The MSDS was implemented in 2003 as part
of the Department of Defence and Military
Veterans’ human resource renewal strategy to
ensure that there is a pipeline of young men and
women fit and sufficiently trained to be
deployed for anything from United Nations
peace missions to African Union and Southern
African Development Community (SADC)
interdiction operations or border control,
internal stability and humanitarian missions
internally.
The MSDS takes up to 2 000 volunteers into
the four arms of service: SA Army, SA Air Force
(SAAF), SA Navy and the SA Military Health
Service (SAMHS) for two years. Successful MSDS
candidates receive basic military training,
specific mustering and functional training in the
first year and be utilised or deployed internally
or externally in the second year of the MSDS.
After the two years, MSDS graduates will
either be given a contract offer to join the
Regular Force or be absorbed into the Reserve
Force, to be called up when the country needs
them.
Volunteers can be expected to be trained
throughout their initial two year period, with
basic military training and functional training in
the first year followed by corps specific training,
which may include taking part in practical
military exercises. Some may be selected to be
trained as junior leaders.
Those who aren’t selected as junior leaders
will be deployed during their second year, while
junior leaders will go on to receive leader group
corps training, with some officers being selected

to attend the military academy.
To qualify for the MSDS
programme, you have to meet the
following requirements:
•
Be a South African citizen
only. (No dual citizenship).
•
Grade 12 Applicants must be
between the ages of 18 – 22
years.
•
Graduates and/or other
Tertiary Qualification up to
the age of 26 years.
•
Completed Grade 12 with
(Average of 50% or level 4)
(Mathematics and Science will
be advantageous).
•
Admission Point Score (APS)
of 17 excluded Life
Orientation (LO).
•
Have leadership potential.
•
Not be area bound.
•
Have no criminal record or
pending cases.
•
Comply with medical fitness
requirements:
•
Minimum height
Females 148cm, Males
155cm
•
Minimum weight
Females 48kg, Males
52kg (Within average
height/weight ratio.

How to apply
Applicants have to complete an
application form for the army,
navy or air force and submit it with
the following certified documents:
•
Copy of ID
•
copy of Grade 12 certificate/
statement of results
•
highest achieved
qualifications (e.g. Degree,
National Diploma or N6), and
•
a short CV.
Once your application form is
completed, and all your documents
have been certified, you can post it
to:
SA Army HQ
Chief Directorate Army
Corporate Services,
Directorate Army Human
Resource, Private Bag X 981,
Pretoria 0001
Specific related enquiries can
be directed to 012 339 5803/5781/
5243. Further information can be
obtained on www.dod.mil.za, or
www.army.mil.za.
You can also follow up on your
application by contacting SANDF's
human resources department
on 012 339 5803/5781/5243 or via
email: dhracq@gmail.com

The strategic value of the MSDS
Armed with the exuberance of youth and the passion to serve
their country, many of these MSDS graduates go on to serve
South Africa in peace keeping missions across the continent,
whilst others take on roles to safeguard our vast 4 800 kilometre
stretch of land borders, our country’s airspace, our maritime
border and marine resources, while other serve as Healthcare
Warriors for the Brave.
The system aims to induct members into the South African
National Defence Force (SANDF); and equip them with basic
military skills and functional training.
Through this system, recruits are evaluated for development
potential and suitability for continued service in the Regular and
Reserve forces. These young men and women are thoroughly
trained and evaluated to allow the organisation to properly
choose individuals for possible future utilisation in the SANDF.
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2 SA Infantry Battalion goes through its
Jungle Warfare paces at Entabeni

Article by Lt Cdr Nombuso Mhlongo
Photos by Cpl Mosimanegape Jabana

T

he SA Army assigned 2 SA Infantry
Battalion to mobilise and prepare for
deployment as part of the Southern
Africa Mission to Mozambique (SAMIM).
Training commenced at the SA Army Combat
Training Centre (CTC) between August and
September, but not all the training objectives
were achieved during this period. The
remaining training objectives were carried
out at Entabeni Training Area.
Entabeni is situated at one of the
mountain top villages of Thohoyandou. The
area was historically home to the Venda
Defence Force, pre-1994. The SA Army has
used the natural jungle setup of this area ever
since to provide specialised jungle warfare

Soldiers being briefed on various training objectives.
training. The training was
intended to validate the combat
readiness of 2 SA Infantry
Battalion to be a robust, versatile
and aggressive force to sustain and
overcome any eventuality, and

operate in a hostile environment
day and night. The training also
assessed if the battalion had
sufficiently trained personnel with
the right kit in good working order.
Additional to the Jungle Warfare

PHOTOS ON PAGES 16-17: Members of 2 South African Infantry Battalion go through their intensive jungle
warfare training at Entabeni in preparation for the Mozambiquean deployment.
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training, subject matter experts on Law of Armed
Conflict (LOAC), Negotiations, Civil Military
Coordination (CIMIC), Sexual Exploitation and
Abuse (SEA), Environmental awareness and lastly
Resilience conducted presentations and lectures
from 10 – 12 November 2021.
The weather conditions for the week were
perfect to create the correct practical
experience, giving the members a real life, real
time training experience of what to expect in a
jungle combat situation. The training objectives
included orientation to the jungle, practicing
river/streams obstacle crossing techniques,

survival techniques and escape and
evasion. Members practiced foot
patrols, infiltrating through dense
jungle terrain and navigating in
dense vegetation using compass
and GPS devices.
Other aspects in the curriculum
included dealing with Improvised
Explosive Devices (IED's), booby
traps as well as food preparation,
shelter and fire making.
The members performed
Immediate Action drills during
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training, including weapon
handling and commands from
section leaders, situation analysis
(relaying the situation on the
ground back to headquarters to
Platoon commander). Members
practiced to shoot quickly and
accurately at unexpected targets
day and night in the jungle lane/
bush lane shooting before
practising platoon offensive drills
in jungle terrain, quick kills,
ambushes and attacks.
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Chief of the SA National Defence Force visits
the SA Army Headquarters complex

Article by Col Sammy Mosiane
(SSO Corporate Communication)
Photos by Cpl Refilwe Papi

O

n 23 November 2021, the Chief of
the SA National Defence Force,
General Rudzani Maphwanya
visited the SA Army Headquarters. He was
accompanied by Chief of Staff of the South
African National Defence Force, Lt Gen
Lindile Yam.
Chief of the SA National Defence Force, General Rudzani
The Chief of the SA Army, Lt Gen
Maphwanya receiving a token of appreciation from Chief of the
Lawrence Mbatha, flanked by the Deputy
SA Army, Lt Gen Lawrence Mbatha.
Chief Army, Maj Gen Michael Ramantswana,
welcomed the Chief of the SANDF with a
would require the right marketing,
condition under the prevailing
demonstration by a precision drill squad
recruitment practices and a
economic constraints. It was
displaying high discipline by members of the
retention strategy that is unique in
important, he said, for the SA Army
“Pride of Lions”.
nature, especially for the SA Army.
to continue enhancing
The Chief was given a comprehensive
In relation to Prime Mission
interconnectedness between
presentation on the status of the SA Army
Equipment, he acknowledged that
services and divisions, which in
reflecting both the highlights of achievements
the SA Army was currently going
turn would have mutual benefits to
and the challenges the organisation faces.
the extra mile to ensure appropriate all parties concerned.
After the presentation, General Maphanywa
levels of serviceability for the
General Maphanywa said that
emphasised the importance of rejuvenation
combat readiness of the landward
the SA Army had demonstrated,
through human resources and the
forces in order to be operational
despite budget constraints, that it
maintenance of prime mission equipment and
under all circumstances.
was capable of effectively and
infrastructure.
The Chief encouraged SA Army
efficiently executing its mandate.
The human resources component, he said,
leaders to be innovative when it
Indeed, even in difficult
was pivotal in ensuring that the Defence Force
comes to refurbishing and keeping
circumstances the SA Army was not
operates effectively and efficiently. This
military facilities in the best
deterred from preparing and

Chief of the SANDF, General Rudzani Maphwanya (fourth from left) with some of the SA Army Command
Council members.
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Chief of the South African National Defence Force, General
Rudzani Maphwanya with Chief of the South African Army,
Lieutenant General Lawrence Mbatha.

Chief of Staff SANDF, Lieutenant General Lindile Yam
receiving a Token of Appreciation from Chief of the South
African Army, Lieutenant General Lawrence Mbatha.

Chief Army Corporate Services, Major
General René Mercuur as Programme
Director.

Birthday Cake to the Chief with compliments
from the South African Army.

Chief of the South African Army, Lieutenant General Lawrence Mbatha
with Deputy Chief Army, Major General Michael Ramantswana.

SA SOLDIER

providing combat ready landward forces
in its predominant role of defending and
protecting the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of the Republic of South
Africa.
He commended the SA Army’s
commanders for living up to its theme:
“To define and refine leadership and
command as a critical success factor in
the restoration of the SA Army to its
rightful glory”. He further commended
the Chief of the SA Army and his team for
embarking on a marathon tour of 153
units (including Regular and Reserve).
At the conclusion of the visit, the
leaders of the “Pride of Lions” took the
opportunity to wish their chief a happy
birthday, with a special cake made for
the occasion.
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Fighter Town officially welcomes new boss

Article by Captain Thomas Mulaudzi and
photos by members of 3 Air Servicing Unit,
AFB Makhado Fikile Marakalla

B

rigadier General (Brig Gen) Lancelot
Mathebula (43), has added another first
to his career. After being the first black
fighter pilot to fly the Hawk Mk 120, he’s now

and members of the South African
Air Force (SAAF) Command
Council as well as members from
the various SAAF units and
families and friends of the base
watched.
As he handed over command,
Brig Gen Andre Barends, said he
was both grateful and appreciative
for the opportunity to have been
able to command AFB Makhado as
a ‘World Class Fighter Air Base’. He

as OC AFB Makhado.
Accepting formal command of
Air Force Base Makhado, Brig Gen
Mathebula, said that the past nine
months while he had been in
effective command of the base, had
not been easy. But he said, “as a
pilot, one has to remember that, we
are soldiers first before anything
else, so soldiers get commands”.
Brig Gen Mathebula said that he
felt honoured to lead a base that

Maj Mandisa Mfeka leading the parade.
the first black fighter pilot to command South
Africa’s own Fighter Town, Airforce Base
Makhado.
Brig Gen Mathebula, who hails from Temba
in Hammanskraal, Tshwane, Gauteng, officially
accepted command of AFB Makhado from his
predecessor, Brig Gen Andre Barends on Friday
3 December 2021, taking custody of the base’s
symbol of command, a sword, during an event
at Base Movement Area one, as the Chief
Director Materiel Governance, Mr K.P. Lebelo
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thanked the members stationed at
the base for their support,
commitment, professionalism and
patriotism, urging them to
continue to show all of that to the
incoming base commander. Brig
Gen Barends said he was indebted
to the Chief of the South African
Air Force for the guidance,
confidence, faith and the trust
bestowed in him while still serving
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was home to aircraft that he had
flow in the past as a fighter pilot.
The first black woman jet
fighter pilot to fly both the Hawk
and the Gripen in the SAAF, Major
Mandisa Mfeka said she was excited
by Brig Gen Mathebula’s
appointment.
“We are very excited to have a
fighter pilot take over the baton as
he will continue the legacy of Air
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Base Makhado which is the leading fighter base
of the country. We are very excited to have the
first Black commander come in.
“We are looking forward to his leadership,
he does seem to have the vision that will open
new doors and pave the way so we are very
excited to see what this trailblazer our general
officer commanding will bring forth for us,” she
said.
Brig Gen Mathebula was born in
Hammanskraal on 26 January 1978. He began his
Basic Military Training on 12 January 2000,

2014 and received his Pilot Attack
Instructors rating on 1 September
2016.
On 8 December 2016, Brig Gen
Mathebula completed the Junior
Command and Staff Course and
Senior Air Warfare Programme at
the South African Air Force
College and the Joint Senior
Command and Staff Programme at
the South African National War
College on 23 November 2017.

•

•

•

Participating in Exercise Red
Flag as the South African
Observer, in the United States
of America in 2009.
Participating in Exercise Lion
Effort as the Mission
Commander for the
“Aggressor Team” in Sweden
April 2012.
Participating in the South
Africa-United Kingdom Hawk
Mk 120 Pilot Exchange

Brigadier General Lancelot Mathebula and his mother.
starting pilot training on 5 January 2002 he
began pilot training at the Central Flying School
at Air Force Base Langebaanweg. He received his
wings as a qualified pilot on 12 November 2002.
During 2004, he completed the Impala Mk I
and Mk II Conversion course followed by the
Impala Operational Training Course at 85
Combat Flying School, then based at Air Force
Base Hoedspruit qualifying as a wingman. He
completed the Hawk Mk 120 Conversion Course
on 31 December 2006, after the school was
officially relocated to Air Force Base Makhado.
He completed the Gripen Operational
Conversion Course on 1 May 2010; the Astra
(PC-7 Mk II) Instructors Conversion Course on
11 September 2013; the Hawk Conversion and
Instructors Conversion Course on 5 November

On 12 January 2018, he was
promoted to Air Wing
Coordinator, Air Force Base
Makhado and on 11 March 2021
promoted to the rank Brigadier
General as the Officer
Commanding Air Force Base
Makhado.
Brig Gen Mathebula’s career
highlights
•
Becoming the first black
South African airman to fly
the new Hawk Lead-In Fighter
Trainer during a 45-minute
introductory flight from AFB
Waterkloof, Pretoria, on 18
September 2002.
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Programme from February
2015 to March 2016.
•
Qualifying as a Hawk 2v1
Display Pilot in 2016.
•
Being appointed Koba Tlala
Limpopo Task Team
Chairperson in March
2021.
Brig Gen Mathebula holds a
post graduate diploma in
Management in the Field of
Security from Witwatersrand
University. He is currently
pursuing a Master’s Degree in
Management in the field of
Security, Research in Cyber
Warfare.
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Selfless soldier finally gets his recognition –
and reward

Article by Ms Sefesi Modipa
Photos by S Sgt Nkosinathi Nkosi

O

ne soldier has made history – as the
longest ranking private soldier in the
SANDF and maybe the world. But finally,
Rifleman Isaac Mudau’s 41 years of loyal and
dedicated service with the double reward of a
straight promotion up three ranks to sergeant and
having a building
Sgt Mudau cutting his cake during
named after him.
the official opening of the hall.
On Monday 29
November 2021, Chief
of the Army, Lieutenant
General Lawrence
Mbatha inaugurated his
senior officers who had
been promoted as
general offices that
month, but then he
made time to
personally promote Sgt
Mudau too along with
The Chief of the South African Army, Lt Gen
them.
Lawrence Mbatha, with Sgt Mudau cutting
Sgt Mudau’s
the ribbon across the entrance of the newly
Sgt Mudau, a father of 4, expressed
military career began in refurbished hall.
thanks to almighty God for the
1980, when he
promotion he never saw coming after
volunteered to join 112 Battalion which two
injustices. He promised that
41 years of service.
years later would become the core of the new
this marked a turning point
Venda Defence Force as 1 Venda Battalion
for the SANDF.
the Military command Council had
stationed at Manene, where he served as an
“Never again shall it happen
decided to honour him by naming
infanteer. After integration in 1994, Sgt Mudau
that those loyally serving this
the SA Army Assembly Hall where
continued to serve at the new 15 SA Infantry
country are made to reach a lowthe heroes and top achievers of the
Battalion in Thohoyandou at 15 SA Infantry
level that you have reached,” he
defence force’s landward defence
Battalion in Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province
said promising that the matter had component receive their accolades
where he serves to this day.
been taken up with the Military
and tributes as the SERGEANT
The 59-year-old father of four and
Command Council.
NDIVHUDZANNYI ISAAC MUDAU
grandfather to two gave thanks to God for a
He told how he remembered
ASSEMBLY HALL, to serve as a
promotion he never saw coming, because he only how the former Chief of the SANDF perpetual reminder that no one else
has a single year of service left before he retires. General Solly Shoke once refused to should have to experience the same
He also gave thanks to his fellow soldiers and his award Good Service Medals to
fate that Sgt Mudau did, remaining
commanders for their support in letting him
members for their more than 30
forgotten and unappreciated for
soldier on each day and each year in what had
years of service, until their status
more than 40 years.
been a steep mountain. He thanked his wife and
had been fixed. It was this, he said,
In reply, Sgt Mudau called on his
his family, admitting that life in the lowest rank
which had inspired him to
fellow soldiers to respect the system
of the defence force had not been easy.
personally intervene in Sgt
and never forget that the SANDF was
Lt Gen Mbatha conceded that life had not
Mudau’s case.
the pride of the nation. He said not
been easy for him or for many other sons and
To show their respect for Sgt
many people received the privilege
daughters of the nation who had served the
Mudau and their appreciation of his of putting on the uniform and
nation loyally but continued to be victims of past service, the chief of the Army and
serving its citizens as he had.
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Spouses’ forum looks to become selfsustaining in 2022

Article by Ms Khanyisile Gina
Photos by Ms Fikile Marakalla

T

he newly appointed Chairperson of the South
African National Defence Force (SANDF) Spouses’
Forum, Mrs Masindi Maphwanya, presided over a
workshop at the Department of Defence School of Catering
in Thaba-Tshwane on 24 November 2021.
Themed “together we learn and grow,” Mrs
Maphwanya said she was delighted that the combined yearend function and workshop allowed the spouses to take
stock of the outgoing year and plot the way forward into
the new year with a plan that will see the forum build from
its past successes, learn and grow as an organisation.
In her address to the spouses Mrs Maphwanya said: “as

Mrs Masindi Maphwanya
addressing the spouses at the
workshop.

Members of the SANDF’s spouses’ forum reviewing the forum’s current
constitution during Mrs Maphwanya’s address.
the better-halves of our partners in uniform, we
need to make a united effort to ensure our
partners are capacitated to positively respond
to their demanding constitutional mandate of
serving the nation”.
Mrs Maphwanya challenged the spouses “to
find innovative ways to compliment the taxing
work of our husbands, in so doing we need to
honour and protect the integrity of our
partners’ respective appointments in the
SANDF/ military, by adding value through the
charitable work we do”.
During the workshop the spouses discussed

reviewing the forum’s current
constitution to ensure that it
aligns with its future goals as well
create a mechanism to sustain the
forum’s charitable contributions.
Mrs Maphwanya pleaded with
those in attendance “to be
business-minded and find new
ways to draft feasible business
plans from which our charitable
programmes will be anchored,
despite a situation where finances
are hard to come by”.
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The event also honoured the
forum’s veterans who were also in
attendance. Mrs Maphwanya
pledged that the spouses will
continue their existing
relationships with the veterans to
learn and to grow from their
experiences.
The forum also took the
opportunity to welcome new
members to the executive: Mrs
Thokozani Mbambo, Mrs Nolleen
Maphaha, Mrs Beauty Lobese, Mrs
Lilla Kobbie and Mrs Marriam Kubu,
who are all married to Generals and
Admirals in the Military Command
Council and other Command Bodies.
Delivering her Vote of Thanks
as the formalities wound up, Mrs
Charmaine Mbatha, the wife of the
Chief of the SA Army, Lt Gen
Lawrence Mbatha, thanked the
spouses for honouring the
invitation to the workshop. Mrs
Mbatha expressed her deep
appreciation for the contributions
that the spouses continue making
in the military community and
wished the forum well in the new
year.
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Is Against The Law
What is Sexual Harassment?
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favours and
other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitutes
sexual harassment. Such conduct affects individuals’ ability to
work effectively, creating a hostile and intimidating working
environment.
Sexual Harassment can occur in a variety
of circumstances, including:

. The victim as well as the harasser can be a woman or a man.
. The harasser can be the victim’s senior, a junior or a colleague.
. The victim does not need to be the person harassed but could
be anyone affected by the offensive conduct.

. Unlawful sexual harassment may occur without economic
injury or dicharges of the victim.

. The harasser’s conduct must be unwelcomed.
What to do if sexually harassed?

. If at all possible the victim should inform the harasser directly that
the conduct is unwelcome and it must stop.

. The victim is also entitled to inform her or his senior and the senior
of the harasser of the conduct.

. If you are a victim or witness sexual harassment we encourage you
to report it!

THIS DEPARTMENT WILL NOT TOLERATE
SEXUAL HARASSMENT!

Hotline: 0800 021 811 / Email: reportsos@dod.mil.za
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“Let’s take the bull by the horns,” SA Army
Intelligence Formation GOC urges
with re-skilling in
January 2022 prior to
his retirement.
People come and
Article by Lt Col Thérèse Jarvel, SO1
go but the
Corporate Communication co-opted to
organisation will
SA Army Intelligence Formation
always remain, he
Photo by Cpl Jonathan Mogano
said, telling them
that the SA Army
od’s time is good time,” said
Intelligence
Brig Gen Modise Boihang,
Formation
addressing the staff members
Headquarters should
of the SA Army Intelligence Formation.
be the cream of the
He was appointed as General Officer
crop and guide the
Commanding of the formation with
units under
effect from the beginning of November
command.
after spending almost two decades as a
He urged that
colonel.
the discipline of
Expressing his gratitude for his
members should be
Brig Gen Modise Boihang, General Officer
promotion and appointment, he asked
paramount, living up
Commanding, SA Army Intelligence Formation.
his staff to support him with the tasks
to the theme of the
ahead, vowing to support them in return.
to the country, he was deployed
Chief of the SA Army; “To define
“Let us take the bull by the horns, and work
to Defence Foreign Relations,
and refine Command and
together as one. Commanders come and go but
where he assumed the role as
Leadership as critical success
the organisation will always remain.
Senior Staff Officer (SSO) Africa &
factors in restoring the dignity of
“I support you, and you support me, without
Middle East as well as Defence
the SA Army to its rightful glory”.
your support I will not be able to succeed, let us
Advisor to Lesotho on a nonTurning to the Bible and
work together and let the flag of the SA Army
residential basis during 2004 –
reading from Galatians 6: 9, he
Intelligence Formation fly high.
2011. Following this, Brig Gen
said: “So let us not get tired of
“If you struggle, inform me immediately, so
Boihang was transferred to
doing what is good. Doing what is
that we can take it forward and work together as Headquarters 46 South African
good and right brings a harvest of
one and succeed”.
Brigade and appointed as SSO
blessings into our lives. We may
He paid tribute to the lessons handed down
Intelligence.
not see immediate results but the
by his predecessor Major General Renee
In January 2012, he assumed
outcome is promised and secure.
Mercuur.
the post as Officer Commanding at
We must not get discouraged and
“Maj Gen Mercuur mentored me all the time,
the School of Tactical Intelligence.
must not give up. You will see
she was always transparent and generous”. He
He was subsequently appointed as
your harvest at just the right
emphasised that members should do the tasks he the Chief of Staff of the SA Army
time.”
gives them with enthusiasm,
Intelligence Formation with effect
He said it was his particular
The GOC served in various senior posts in the from 01 February 2016 until his
blessing to work with people he
South African National Defence Force during his
recent promotion and
knows.
21 years as a Colonel, both inside the country
appointment as the GOC SA Army
“It is because of your unfailing
and in foreign postings, becoming a highly
Intelligence Formation.
support that has made me what I
experienced Senior Staff Officer.
Brig Gen Boihang
am today, we should ensure that
He was first appointed as South Africa’s
acknowledged that the new Chief
the flag of the SA Army
Military Attaché to Zambia 2000 – 2004 and
of Staff has still to be appointed
Intelligence Corps flies very high
simultaneously served as the Military Attaché for and that the current SSO Force
all the time, working together as a
Malawi on a non-residential basis. On his return
Preparation is due to commence
machine, being simply the best!”
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Let’s spare a thought for those living with
disabilities every day, not just once a year

Article by Ms Sefesi Yolander Modipa

A

t times of increasing hardships brought
about by the pandemic, it is important
not to lose sight of the greater difficulties
faced by those living with disabilities.
December 3 is the International Day of
Disabled Persons, which is particularly
important given the rate of inequality in the
country where so many people are poor and
vulnerable because of the prevailing social and
economic conditions. In this case, even less is
done to address the challenges of those living
with disabilities.
The pandemic has made the plight of the
disabled in this country worse and placed a
higher obligation on institutions and companies
to do more for their staff who may be disabled.
I spoke to SA Soldier magazine chief
language practitioner, Deon Smit. He is one of a
number of disabled members of the SANDF who
are still adjusting to co-existing with COVID-19
Pandemic.
He told me that while there were still many
structural challenges which remain barriers to
those living with disabilities, the SANDF had
worked to remove some of these by establishing
work processes that were inclusive for all,
allowing access and active participation for
every member, including those living with
disabilities, to work on a variety of its systems.
At the best of times, South Africa has a
massive need for an impactful support
programme for those living with disabilities,
but this will never be realised - and will be
meaningless - if we as the community do not
educate one another about the challenges that
people with disabilities face in their lives;
challenges that those who do not live with
disabilities take for granted. The onset of
COVID-19, with all its restrictions on lives and
livelihoods, has hit this vulnerable sector of our
community even harder because of the
challenges they face.
From what I could see during my outreach
to SANDF and DoD members living with
disabilities while researching this article, the
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Mr Deon Smit with his 'guide' dog Chuck.
SANDF and the entire defence
community has made notable
strides in providing support to
those living with disabilities to
ensure that they are not left out
in work procedures, and ensuring
active contribution by accessing
resources that enable them access
in military installations,
buildings, offices as well as work
processes.
While there are many varied
ways of tackling the pressing
social issues facing many of
people with disabilities, the
SANDF’s and the defence
community approach is to
establish much needed platforms
for dialogue to exchange views
about the situation in order to
reach a common ground in which
everybody’s needs are fulfilled
and supported. There is much
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that would not have been achieved
without the formulation of the
inhouse Disability Committees and
structures to look into the unique
needs of our members with
disabilities while accelerating the
attainment of organisational goals
and reducing the unequal access to
opportunities.
Although there are always new
challenges emerging with time in
this subject, the creation of unique
committees to look into the needs
of those living with disabilities has
resulted in alleviation of many
hardships pertaining to disabilities,
thanks to human effort, the impact
of disabilities is neutralised.
Living with a disability though
is a lived every day reality for those
with it, it can’t just be a once a year
commemoration for those who
don’t live it.
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It’s all in the mind for new generation
military skills coaches
Article by Lt Col Anneliese Harmse
Photo: Courtesy SA Army
Assessment Centre

D

uring May 2021, the SA
Army Assessment Centre
(SAAAC) embarked on a
new programme designed to
enhance the skills of trainers within
the SANDF as Military Skills
Coaches. The programme was the
first of its kind consisting of six
courses over four weeks.
All the courses were hosted by
Top row from the left: Mr P.P.H. Alberts (MPI Psychologist), Sgt F. Calitz, Capt
the Industrial and Organisational
L.L. Ramadi, Ms P.M. Mokgonyane (MPI Psychologist) and Dr J.W. O’Neil
Psychologists of the Military
(Department Head of SAAAC).
Psychological Institute (MPI)
Bottom row from the left: Sgt L.J. Mampe, WO1 G.R. Radebe, Capt C.F. Da
situated at the SA Army Assessment Silva, Ms S.C.G. De Carvalho (MPI Psychologist & MSC Course Co-ordinator).
Centre. The Mental Skills Coaching
(MSC) programme comprises of six independent, the learners also completed a one- the trainers were provided with
day course called Engaging the
dedicated coaches from MPI, to
yet related courses, all geared towards
Learner which was designed to
further develop the trainers’ own
developing individuals within the ETD
provide trainers with guidelines on self-awareness and skills in coaching.
environment.
how best to present their lessons to It also provided the trainers with an
The programme began with a three-day
enhance knowledge transfer. The
opportunity to experience how it felt
course discovering the individual’s own Selftrainers were exposed to simple
to be coached. Overall, the 2021 MSC
Awareness. The focus was on providing the
trainer with a better understanding of both their practical examples and tips on how programme was a success and saw
this can be achieved.
five members complete this unique
internal and external self-awareness, as well as
A few weeks later, the learners training opportunity.
how to further increase their current selfreturned to complete the five-day
The students were very positive.
awareness.
Effective Thinking Skills course.
“All of it is SUPER valuable –
After this, the learners began a two-day
This course provided trainers with personally and professionally”, said
course called Conflict Resolution where they
an overview on what it means to
one, while another said: “This is a
again gained insight into how they personally
have a mind that is ready to learn.
great programme and I would like for
manage conflict and how this may be affecting
their resolution process. As part of the course the The course again provided trainers it to continue as I believe that it
with insight into how well they
could bring about great changes in
learners were exposed to a conflict resolution
model and provided with opportunities to apply manage their own health and how the organisation”.
this may be affecting their ability to
The future of MSC is positive.
the model practically.
learn. It also provided advice and
There are plans to present another
Following Conflict Resolution, the learners
MSC programme in 2022, with SAAAC
returned for a four-day course called Behaviour tips on how they could improve
their current thinking skills.
team excited to welcome the next
Assessor Training. This provided an objective
In November, the program
recruits and assist the trainers in
method for observing and recording behaviour
ended with a five-day Skills
their journey of self-discovery, which
for practical assessment phases. Trainers were
Coaching
course
where
the
theory
they hope will enhance the learning
also provided with a feedback model to assist
and
practical
skills
of
coaching
experience of all SANDF course
them in providing learners with valuable
were given to the trainers, along
attendees.
constructive feedback after collecting
with a skills coaching model and
•
For more details on the next MSC
assessment data.
the opportunity once again to
programme for 2022 please contact the
Again, the trainers had the opportunity to
Liaison Officer at SAAAC, Lt Col A.
practically apply both the behaviour observation practice these skills.
As part of the full MSC program Harmse (012 674 5013).
process and feedback model. In the same week
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Personnel Services School ensures the next
generation of HR officials is up to the task
From the Communications
Techniques, the other modules
include the Government Regulatory
Structures, HR Strategic Planning,
Organisation Development, Policy
Development, Human Resource
Development, Human Resource
Management and Human Resource
Support During Operations
(Appreciation, Decision brief and
Pers Instruction).
Lt Col August said the school
receives members with matric
qualification, post-matric
qualifications and members who
are translated into the PSC
mustering where they can be
utilised if they are no longer able to
perform functions in their previous
musterings, for whatever reason.
Members are also encouraged to
pursue their own studies and
formal qualifications in Human
Resources. Certain modules in the
courses that the school presents are
accredited through the unit
standards based training. Although
they are they are not done as a full
qualification, learners have to
complete unit standards for a
specific module.
Lt Col August said they are
accredited through the South
African Board for People
Practices (SABPP), which is a
quality assurance
independent partner. All
learners’ portfolios of
evidence are sent to the
board for external
moderation. He said the level
accreditation varies from
level 3 to level 5.
The unit has managed
training amid the outbreak of
Covid-19 with to minimise
possible infections on
learners, by reducing the
numbers of learners on
course and in
accommodation in line with
Covid-19 protocols and
The Chief Personnel Clerk (CPC) class of 2021 at the Personnel Services School
in Thaba Tshwane.
regulations.

modules,” he said.
In addition, the school also
presents the Chief Personnel Clerk
(CPC) course to prepare Staff
Article by S Sgt Itumeleng Makhubela
Sergeants to become Chief
Photo: Courtesy, Personnel Services School
Personnel Clerks at unit level and as
Warrant Officers at level 3. The
uman Resources (HR) officials in the
Senior Personnel Clerk (SPC) course
Department of Defence perform a range provides training for Corporals to
of functions, most of which are unique to become Sergeants. The entry level
the SANDF environment, because the
course is the Personnel Clerk course
management of uniformed members in the
that is normally presented to
SANDF requires a robust and a specific Human
Military Skills Development System
Resource practice that handle the complexities
(MSD) members and all members
related to the nature of the tasks.
who have re-mustered to PSC Corps.
The training for this these tasks is at the
Lt Col August said that the aim
Personnel Services School (PSC) in Thaba
of the CPC course was to prepare
Tshwane, which provides training to all the HR
staff sergeants to be supervisors at
officials, both uniformed and civilian, and even
unit level, overseeing sub-sections
non HR specialists on specific courses.
of maintenance, career management
Lt Col Andre August, the Training Wing
and all the clerks under their
Commander, explained that the school also
command. The curriculum and
presents functional training to allow HR officials modules are presented towards a
to be eligible for promotion as well as learn
strategic level.
Persol Computer Modules.
“We must prepare them for
“The functional courses that we present
roles of Warrant Officers. We first
include the Senior Personnel Officer (SPO) course present the Communication
which prepares Captains to become Majors over
Technique Module for the learners
19 weeks. Then we have the Junior Personnel
to be able to draft a staff paper at
Officer (JPO) course which is designed for
their level. We also prepare them to
Lieutenants to become Captains, which is 32
do formal presentation as Chief
weeks long. Students in these programmes do the Personnel Clerks to assist their
functional modules as well as computer
Personnel Officers.”
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Surgeon General message on World Aids
Day 2021

Article courtesy of the SA Military Health
Service

W

orld AIDS Day (WAD) is an
international day dedicated to
raising awareness of the Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) pandemic
caused by the spread of the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection. It is
also a day to remember those who have died of
the disease.
I am pleased to deliver the WAD
commemoration message to the Military
Community and the Department of Defence.
This day is an opportunity to strengthen efforts
towards an AIDS-free generation; to show
support for people living with HIV and
remember those who have passed away.
Furthermore, on this day the world takes stock
of progress made in the fight against the
stigmatisation that comes with HIV & AIDS.
At the outset, I must say we cannot
commemorate World AIDS Day in isolation
anymore, as the world, as South Africa and the
Department of Defence and, in particular the
SANDF. The world has not been the same since
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic due to
the impact of HIV and Tuberculosis (TB)
management in the communities.
The HIV and AIDS epidemic is inextricably
linked to the TB epidemic and is therefore often
referred to as the “dual epidemic of HIV and
TB” where infection with HIV increases the risk
of TB due to progressive immunodeficiency;
and infection with TB makes one more
vulnerable to HIV infection. The HIV and TB
dual epidemic is one of the most significant
public health challenges facing South Africa,
with the impact of the epidemic clearly visible
across all spheres of the society. As we all know
since March 2020, South Africa has been
struggling to deal with the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, and the military
community has been equally affected.
In the military, one of our principles is to
maintain our efforts and focus when engaging
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The Surgeon General, Lieutenant General (Dr) Ntshavheni
Maphaha.
the enemy. We see AIDS as an
enemy that is attacking our people
and we have to use all our
resources to combat it.
One of the key areas where we
deploy our resources is in the
research environment. The SA
Military Health Service has had a
research capability since 2003 and
one of our first research projects
was Project Phidisa, a clinical
research study to understand the
impact of HIV and AIDS on the
members of the SA National
Defence Force. This project was
unique in the world as it focussed
on members in the military. The
results gave us a better
understanding in terms of how and
when to deploy people living with
HIV and AIDS. Indeed, our policies
in terms of the recruitment and
deployment of soldiers living with
HIV are internationally groundbreaking and are acknowledged by
various militaries across the world.
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But while we acknowledge the
tremendous strides that we have
made in the fight against HIV and
AIDS, we also recognise the support
that the SAMHS has received from
the military community in terms of
following a healthy and responsible
lifestyle. We know that an
informed and educated military is
in a much better position to fight
this scourge. I therefore want to
take this opportunity to thank
everyone for assisting the SAMHS
in this fight.
The South African World AIDS
Day theme is informed by the
themes and slogans from the Global
UNAIDS and aligned with the
National Department of Health.
WAD 2021 is “Working Together
to End Inequalities, AIDS, TB and
COVID-19”. It emphasises the need
to test, to vaccinate and to adhere
to treatment for HIV, TB and
COVID-19 in order to reach an
AIDS-free generation.
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Army Support Base Kimberley on World Aids Day
Article and Photos by Lt Cathy Makhubele,
Army Support Base, Kimberley

O

n 1 December 2021, Army Support Base
Kimberley commemorated World Aids
Day 2021.
The Officer Commanding Army Support Base
Kimberley, Colonel Barney Motlhabakwe urged
members to fight against gender-based violence
and encouraged members to fight against HIV/
AIDS by reducing the spread.
A guest speaker from Kimberley Hospital,
Staff Nurse Uthandiwe Habana, was invited to
share the background history and progression of
the HIV/ Aids virus. She highlighted that it has
been 40 years since the virus began to spread.
The dramatic increase in HIV infections had a
drastic effect on life expectancy and mother to
child transmission with resulted in many being
still born from 1980 to 2005, when Anti
Retroviral treatment began being rolled out.
She said many people still lived in fear of
knowing their HIV status because of the
stigmatisation that still existed and because of
this many people are dying because of denial
and bad treatment from their families.

Staff Nurse Uthandiwe Habana.
Staff Nurse Habana said
advances in science and
technology, especially regarding
ARVs meant that HIV and aids was
now a manageable chronic
disease, rather than a terminal
illness. She urged members who
are living with the virus to get
vaccinated for Covid-19 and
encouraged members to love and
accept themselves and accept

Colonel Marlene Delport.
other people around them.
Officer Commanding Area
Military Health Unit, Colonel
Marlene Delport led the candle
lighting ceremony remembering
those who have lost their lives to
HIV and Aids, encouraging
members to take the pledge to
commit to supporting members
who are infected, because everyone
is affected by HIV and Aids.

Area Military Health Unit Limpopo on World Aids Day
Article and Photos by Ms Rhandzu Malungana,
Area Military Health Unit Limpopo

A

rea Military Health Unit Limpopo joined
hands with Joint Tactical Headquarters
Limpopo and the Regional Works Unit in

commemorating World Aids Day,
an international day dedicated to
raising awareness of the AIDS
pandemic caused by the spread of
HIV infection and mourning those
who have died of the disease.

Members of Area Military Health Unit Limpopo, Regional Works Unit and Joint Tactical Headquarters take
part in an awareness walk for HIV and AIDS on International Aids Day before listening to a talk on the subject.
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“Break the stigma, don’t die from ignorance,”
says RSABATT commander
Article and Photos by Maj Anele Cengani,
RSABATT Public Information Officer

2

1 South African Infantry Battalion
currently deployed in Democratic
Republic of Congo as the designated
RSABATT of the United Nation’s Force
Intervention Brigade commemorated
World Aids Day with the community of
Mayi Moya Village on 1 December – which
is also the battalion’s birthday.
It was an opportunity
for RSA Battalion to unite in
the fight against HIV, to
show support for people
living with HIV, and to
commemorate those who
have died from an AIDSrelated illness.
World Aids Day
awareness also offers an
additional opportunity of
exploring ways to harness
more vigorously the power
of social change, to firmly
place people at the centre of
the fight and to close the
gap in accessing HIV
services for specific groups
in the community.
Company Commander
of Bravo Company Major
S.K. Setlolamathe made the
day possible. She used the
opportunity to show the
community that although
soldiering is her primary
role, she was meant to be a
servant of the people.
RSABATT Social Worker
Captain M. G. Tau briefed
the community about the
causes of HIV and AIDS, educating the
community from school kids to elders about
ways of reducing the spread of HIV and AIDS.
“HIV education can help to develop and
maintain safer behaviours, but also reduce
stigma and discrimination towards people
affected by, and living with, HIV," Capt Tau told
them.
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LEFT AND ABOVE: RSABATT social
worker Capt MG Tau (top) steps up
to speak to Mayi Moya villagers as
members of the RSABATT
contingent prepare the hall for the
World Aids Day briefing the Eastern
DRC district.

It was surprising to notice
most of the community
members, still don't know
how to apply preventative
measures of HIV and AIDS.
Officer Commanding
RSABATT Lieutenant Colonel
Khanyisani Zulu was
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unequivocal in his message: “It is bad
enough that people are dying, but no one
should die of ignorance. Every year, this is
a moment to reflect on how far we’ve
come since the early days of the AIDS
epidemic. Those of you who lived through
it remember all too well the fear and the
stigma, and how hard people with HIV
had to fight to be seen, or heard, or to be
treated with basic compassion.
“You remember how little we knew
about how to prevent AIDS, or how to
treat it. What we did not know was the
devastation that it inflicted, striking
down vibrant men and women in the
prime of their lives and spreading from
city to city and country to country
seemingly overnight.
“First, we won’t conquer AIDS unless
we make huge progress on the rights of
women, girls and gender equality in
Africa".
Chaplain S T Dladla lit the candles to
commemorate those who departed
around the world due to HIV and AIDSrelated illnesses.
In closing the Officer Commanding
invited the Chief of Mayi Moya Village;
DRC soldiers, police and public servants;
and, community representatives to join
the unit for a finger lunch to build
civilian-military relationships.
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Commander gets into the field to see his
troops

Article and photos Maj Anele Cengani, RSABATT Public
Information Officer

T

he Officer Commanding of 21 South African Infantry
Battalion, Lieutenant Colonel Khanyisani
Lindokuhle Zulu visited the area of Tshabi in the
Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo to review the
security situation in the RSABatt Area of Responsibility. 21
SAI Bn is the current South African battalion in the three
battalion United Nations Force Intervention Brigade.

ABOVE AND RIGHT : Lt Col Khanyisani Zulu,
OC 21 SAI Battalion, speaks to soldiers from Charlie
Company based at Tshabi in the Eastern DRC before
taking a walk with the company commander and the
battalion chaplain through the village.
The Information Officer, Captain M. E. Seema briefed
the Officer Commanding with regard to the security
situation during the visit.
The local population at Tshabi appreciates the service
and assistance of RSABatt, as the situation currently is
very tense; illegal armed groups are intensifying the
killing of civilians in the area.
Lt Col Zulu reiterated to all the soldiers of Charlie Coy
that they must make South Africa proud. Protection of
Civilians is their primary mandate as United Nations
Peacekeepers in the mission area.
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SA Army Support Formation long service
medals

Article by Capt Murendeni Sengani,
SO3 Corporate Communication Army Support Base
Limpopo, Photos by Capt Amogelang Buys, SO3
Corporate Communication Army Support Base
Bloemfontein and Mr Basiamisi Keitumetse, Corporate
Communication Army Support Formation

O

34

n 26 November 2021, General Officer Commanding
Army Support Formation, Major General
Mzikayise Tyhalisi presented long service and
campaign medals to deserving members on parade in
recognition of their enduring loyalty and commitment to
the South African National Defence Force.

Maj Gen Mzikayise Tyhalisi delivers his keynote
address at the medal parade.

Medal recipients on parade at Army Support
Formation headquarters.

Some of the long service medals laid out on a red baize
table, prior to being awarded.

The GOC Army Support Formation, Maj Gen
Mzikayise Joseph Tyhalisi, inspects the parade.

Recipients have their medals pinned on them by the
GOC before he shares a word of congratulations with
them.
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The medals included the 20and 10-Years Good Service Medals,
the Tshumelo Ikatelaho General
Service Medal which was instituted
in 2003 and various uMkhonto we
Sizwe Medals for long and
operational service before the
integration of the liberation army
into the SANDF in 1994.
Maj Gen Tyhalisi urged the
recipients to wear their medals
with pride as the medals showed
their readiness to serve the nation
country with dedication.

Maj Gen Mzikayise Joseph Tyhalisi presents deserving members
of the Army Support Formation with their medals.

SA Navy long service medals

Article and Photos by SA Navy,
Public Relations Department

C

hief of the SA Navy, Vice
Admiral Mosiwa
Hlongwane awarded
deserving sailors with their 20
years Good Service Medal at Air
Force Base Swartkop in Pretoria on
Friday, 26 November 2021. The
Medal Parade was conducted in a
Review Order format with the
Naval Colours on display.

The Podium Group
salutes the colours
during the SA Navy
long service medal
parade at Air Force
Base Swartkop.

The parade
commander salutes the
main functionary, Vice
Admiral Mosiwa
Hlongwane, Chief of
the SA Navy, before
dismissing the parade.
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Operation CORONA

Stolen and confiscated goods disposed
Article by Capt Letlhogonolo Mashego, 121 South
African Infantry Battalion Operational
Communication Officer and Photos by Corporal
Michael Mthalane
21 South African Infantry Battalion and the
South African Police Services burnt the goods
that were confiscated during intercepted crossborder crimes between the border of South Africa
and eSwatini and in the Pongola Area of
Responsibility. Among other items burnt was the
dagga confiscated on a white Mitsubishi Fuso truck
in Belgrade. The truck had dagga weighing 2 450
kilograms.
Members of 4 Artillery Regiment confiscated this
single cab Toyota Hilux bakkie at Gumbu mine while
the smugglers were trying to smuggle it to
Zimbabwe. The South African National Defence Force
has been hard at work throughout 2021 curbing any
form of criminal activity, even over the festive
season.
Members of 4 Artillery Regiment were busy with
Vehicle Control Point at Dongola Kop when they
stopped this Nissan Bakkie valued at R120 000
carrying illicit cigarettes valued at R440 000. Both the
vehicle and the cigarettes were handed over to the
South African Revenue Service/ CUSTOMS at
Beitbridge Port of Entry. The Officer Commanding
Joint Tactical Headquarters Limpopo Colonel Choene
Samuel Mabotja commended the members for the
job well done.

1

Confiscated dagga and cigarettes are
destroyed under supervision of
SANDF members.
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Members of the SANDF assisting members of the SA Police
Service in destroying stolen and confiscated goods.

Members of 4 Artillery Regiment confiscated this Toyota
Hilux bakkie while smugglers were trying to take it across
to Zimbabwe.

Contraband goods is confiscated on
the border by SANDF members on
patrol.
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Undocumented migrants are
arrested trying to cross the
South African Border.
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Joint Operations gives thanks for 2021

Article and Photos by Sgt M.P. Maleka,
Operational Communication, Joint Operations
Division

O

n Friday, 26 November 2021, Joint
Operations Division Headquarters and
Joint Operational Headquarters held a
Thanksgiving Service and Communication
Period at Eco Park in Centurion.
Chaplain Mike Nomtoto was the master of
ceremony for the event, which kicked off with

Col (Rev) ET Masweu gave the
sermon for the day.

Lt Gen Siphiwe Sangweni hands over a Certificate of
Appreciation to one of his officers.

Chief of Joint Ops, Lt Gen Siphiwe Sangweni, hands over a
framed Certificate of Appreciation to one of his officers.
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Chaplain Veronica Mnyanda
who provided the praise and
worship segment of the
thanksgiving.

an opening prayer by Cpln K.D. Nanyane, followed by
praise and worship led by Cpln Mnyanda with Col
(Fr) Thabo Masweu giving the sermon for the day.
“Chaplain, today our gathering is nothing else
but for us to acknowledge how wonderful God is,”
said Col (Rev) Masweu as he began his sermon. He
further explained that it was purely of God’s grace
and mercy that every single member was able to
wake up. The chaplain also encouraged members to
thank those who have always prayed and given
support to them throughout their lives.
The sermon was followed by the awarding of
service certificates to Brig Gen K.A. Mpiwa, Col S.D.
Kgalapa, Col W.W. Mda and Ms M.M. Bester in
absentia from Chief of Joint Operations Division, Lt
Gen S.L. Sangweni.
“Today, we are gathered here to demonstrate our
appreciation to the spiritual powers and to thank the
heavenly beings for having made it possible for us to
get this far in the year 2021,” said Lt Gen Siphiwe
Sangweni as he opened his address. He then
informed members of the past weekend celebration
of Diwali by the Department of Defence and further
mentioned that his reason for mentioning this is for
members to appreciate that we are not only
affording one faith which is Christianity but all
beliefs are accommodated.
“Let us respect and adhere to the rules of the
road during the festive season to reduce the number
of road fatalities, remember to remain disciplined
and focused at all times as a member of the SA
National Defence Force on or off duty, we need to
demonstrate that the SA National Defence Force is a
defence force of the people, by the people for the
people. I also want to remind all of us to continue
living the new norm by adhering to the Covid-19
protocols.” concluded the general.
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South Africa remembers its men and women
protecting them at Christmas-time

Article by Lt Col Seitebatso Block
Photos provided by Joint Tactical
Headquarters Operational
Communication Officers

D

uring December 2021,
SANDF soldiers deployed
along the landward border
as part of Operation CORONA, were
presented with gifts and other
hampers from a grateful public for
the work they are doing.
The SA Army Foundation was one of the generous sponsors who
It was part of the Goodwill
presented gift bags to deployed soldiers.
Parcel Project which started in 2001
to appreciate the service and sacrifice of deployed
At each stop, the delegation
as their family members. The
soldiers at the borders as well as external
would be welcomed by the Officers deployed soldiers receive gift bags,
operations. These soldiers work during holidays
Commanding the different Joint
but their family members receive
and are unable to spend Christmas and New Year Tactical Headquarters, while the
food hampers/parcels at Christmas
with their families.
Regimental Sergeants Major would time from the SANDF and the parcel
Senior SANDF officers accompanied
read the history of the Goodwill
project sponsors, as a token of
delegations of stakeholders and sponsors which
Parcel Project. Sponsor
appreciation.
included representatives from the SA Army
representatives would then get a
The Patron for the Goodwill
Foundation, Assupol, Sanlam, Metropolitan,
chance to speak before the gift
Parcel Project, Chaplain General
AVBOB, Old Mutual, Minthiro Ya Vulavula, Liberty bags were handed out to the
Brig Gen Monwabisi Jamangile
Life, Clinix Health Group and, MFS Retirement
members. Members and guests
sincerely thanked the organisers
Advisory Services, along with representatives
thereafter enjoyed lunch and lots
and sponsors on behalf of the Chief
from the SA Military Health Service and SA Navy
of singing and dance from the
of the SA National Defence Force,
Fund to various provinces across the country
soldiers and community groups.
General Rudzani Maphwanya, for
visiting deployed soldiers to express their
These events have a fartheir continued support and
appreciation for the services rendered.
reaching effect on soldiers as well
generosity.

Benefactors were given the chance to speak to soldiers to
tell them how much they appreciated their service,
protecting the country on the borders.
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The AmaZulu traditional dancers treated audiences to a scintillating performance at one of the Goodwill
Parcel tour stops.
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Generals and Admirals pay homage as a
warrior is brought home to rest

General Officers and Admirals salute as the remains
are carried from the aircraft to the hearse.

Cpl Radebe’s
remains landed at Air
Force Base
Waterkloof on 23
December 2021.
Speaking to ENCA
after the ceremony to
receive this soldier’s
mortal remains, Gen
Maphwanya stated
that Cpl Radebe did
not die in vain.
The Chief of the SANDF, General Rudzani Maphwanya
“Our people are
briefs ENCA reporter, Sphamandla Goge on the
committed to
gallant efforts for peace done by our soldiers.
continue to render
the necessary service
to our region as an extension of the
Article and photos by
protection of our own territorial
S Sgt Itumeleng Makhubela
integrity. The deployment
continues, and the mission
he Chief of the SANDF, General Rudzani
continues.
Maphwanya, flanked by the family and
“The people of Mozambique are
friends of fallen soldier and operator,
very proud of the actions of our
Corporal Tebogo Radebe, stood to attention,
saluting as his mortal remains were received from members. SADC has taken
leadership that there will be peace
Mozambique, where he had died in combat as
that prevails in our neighbouring
part of a Southern African mission to rid the
country of instability and turmoil and bring about country. We will not rest until the
situation in northern Mozambique
peace.
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has stabilised. If your neighbour is
not stable, you must forget about
stability in your country and as
such our people are out there as
members of SAMIM which is the
SADC Mission in Mozambique and
making sure that the terrorists are
dealt with."
He said his soldiers, deployed
as part of the Southern African
Development Community Mission
in Mozambique (SAMIM), had dealt
the terrorists a serious blow during
the exchange that claimed the life
of Cpl Radebe.
Gen Maphwanya said:
“Although it is an emotional event,
we take solace in that our member
died with his boots on. We train as
we fight and during battle it
happens that we may suffer
casualties. Regardless, we are
proud of those who fall in the
service of their country. Our
soldiers are still in Mozambique
and the loss of their member is
painful for them but they remain
committed to fight.”
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SANDF gives Special Forces operator a hero’s
send-off

Article and photos by
S Sgt Itumeleng Makhubela

C

orporal Tebogo Radebe, the Special
Forces Operator, who died in battle with
Islamic insurgents in December, was
laid to rest with full military honours in his
home town of Paul Roux in the Free State on 1
January this year.
Cpl Radebe was part of the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) Mission in
Mozambique (SAMIM), deployed in the Cabo

The procession bringing the mortal remains of Cpl Tebogo
Radebe from the plane at Air Force Base Waterkloof.
Delgado region as part of Operation
VIKELA when he and his team were
caught in the ambush that would
claim his life.
Lt Col Michael Khasebe, the
Second-in-Command 5 Special
Forces Regiment said Cpl Redebe
arrived at the unit in 2018 and had
served under his command as a
team member.
(Continued on page 42)

LEFT: The family of Cpl Tebogo
Radebe is supported and
consoled by the consoled by
the Chaplain General, Brig Gen
(Rev) Monwabisi Jamangile.

5 Special Forces Regiment 2IC, Lt Col Michael
Khasebe said his members are ready to bring those
responsible for the tragedy to account.

The mortal remains of Cpl Radebe is laid to rest.
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(Continued from page 41)
“He was elected to be part of an
8-men team that was sent on a
mission in 2019 outside the borders
of South Africa where he
performed well and displayed
leadership qualities through the
execution of his tasks,” Lt Col
Khasebe said.
On his return to South Africa,
he was deployed on various other
missions where he proved his

Bearers lead the procession as the
leading detachment pays its
respects to the fallen hero.

Honorary Colonel and former Minister of Finance, Tito Mboweni was
among the dignitaries who also attended the funeral.
worth as an elite soldier and leader. He was
due for promotion to the substantive rank
of sergeant after completing his NCO
Formative course in 2020.
Lt Col Khasebe described Cpl Radebe as
a disciplined and humble soldier who never
questioned orders whenever instructed and
executed them to the best of his ability on
all occasions.
The regimental second-in-command
said Cpl Radebe had a vision for his future,
becoming a team leader in the elite unit,
which unfortunately did not materialise as
his dream was cut short.
“The story has been told that in the
morning of Monday, 20 December 2021,
when the task was given to the members to
move to the front line and locate
insurgents. The brave young man was
among the team,” Lt Col Khasebe said.
The operators moved to the frontline
where they came under hostile fire, They
returned fire to repel the repel the
insurgents. They then regrouped to a safe
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are, where the insurgents caught
them as they were awaiting pick up
out of the area.
An even heavier firefight
ensued, which ultimately claimed
Cpl Radebe’s life.
He died as a brave soldier, Lt Col
Khasebe said, a reminder of the
high price that soldiers often have
to pay for peace. He called on other
soldiers to learn from Cpl Radebe’s
example and serve with loyalty and
pride, as volunteers in the SANDF
and citizens of the country.
“Even if we are called to task in
extreme circumstances, we shall
conquer our fears and succeed. We
shall all gear up and move into the
frontline to fight shoulder to
shoulder with our fellow brothers
in order to bring those responsible
for this tragedy into account.”
The General Officer
Commanding SA Special Forces,
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Brig Gen Herbert Mashego said
members of the Special Forces family
had gathered to pay their final
farewells to Cpl Radebe.
He said insurgents had been on the
back foot since the start of the
operation as indicated from
operational successes brought about
by the likes of Cpl Tebogo Radebe.
A day before Cpl Radebe died, Brig
Gen Mashego said Special Forces
Headquarters had just received
information on the team’s successful
mission.
“As the Special Forces for the past
20 years, we have participated in a lot
of peace support operations in the
SADC region as well as in the continent
and never suffered any loss of life. The
loss of Cpl Radebe is hard to accept and
as operators we shall seek to right this
wrong.”
Fellow soldiers expressed their
own deep sense of loss, vowing to pick
up his spear and ensure the mission’s
success in Mozambique. Cpl
Tshabalala, who was close to Cpl
Radebe, said he had lost a true friend
whom whom he shared many
experiences as a soldier.
Cpl Radebe’s death has devasted his
family. Not only has his life been cut
down in his prime, said his little sister
Sonti, but the family has lost both a
father figure and a caretaker.
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Re ya Gauteng: A cautionary tale and survival
guide for the youth
afraid to be seen as
failures to their
families. With this
book, I hope people
can learn more about
Article by Ms Khanyisile Gina
the realities of this
Photos by Ms Fikile Marakalla
place (Johannesburg)
before deciding to
hen one hears the words “Re ya
move here
Gauteng” the assumption is that
permanently. Things
we are going to a place filled
are different here; it is
with endless opportunities, a Place of Gold.
fast paced and there
But not all that glitters is gold, and many
are criminals lurking
have fallen prey to scams promising them a
everywhere. It can be
trip to the moon and back and plush job
quite the cultural
opportunities.
shock, and my book is
Pte Lethabo Maja, from the Department
a guide that young
of Defence Internal Audit Division (DIAD)
people can use to
in Centurion’s Eco Park, was disheartened
prepare themselves.”
by innocent job seekers being cajoled and
The South African
robbed of their little cash and having their
National
Defence
dreams to seek a better life in Gauteng
Pte Lethabo Magdeline Maja displaying her
Sepedi
non-fictional
novel
at
A-Mess
in
Force
(SANDF)
has also
shattered, and she penned her debut novel
Thaba
Tshwane.
experienced military
“Re ya Gauteng” to warn job seekers across
South Africa to be aware of the pitfalls of being
victims of employment fraud.
recruitment scams of its own.
scammed in pursuit of a better life in the
As a woman who was born and
Former SANDF private and then
‘Province of Gold’.
raised in rural Limpopo, Pte Maja
leader of the Amabutho Royal
The author of Re ya Gauteng has a profound
says many young people
Defence Military War Veterans;
passion for storytelling that dates back to her
matriculate and look forward to
Petrus Ndaba was incarcerated on
writing short stories in Sepedi as a little girl
finding opportunities to better
27 June 2017 for being the mastergrowing up in rural Limpopo. “Writing in my
their lives in Gauteng.
mind behind a recruitment-formother tongue is a way for me to give back to
“At one point I was one of
money scam disguised as a
the community that raised me. There are not
those people too, which is how I
Military Skills Development
many books for us to read in our home
came to know of the character
System (MSDS) initiative. Ndaba
languages, and I want to change that narrative,”
Molohlanyi. A person like her was
convinced a group of 260 people
said Pte Maja, in a sit-down interview with SA
my neighbour when I moved to
aged between 18 and 30 to pay R2
Soldier Magazine.
Ivory Park. I had heard on several
600 each with the promise of
Her Sepedi novel captures the challenges
occasions how she scammed
becoming an official SANDF
the South African youth face when seeking
people into giving her money. It
member.
employment. The book introduces its main
wasn’t until Molohlanyi got
Pte Maja warned: “there are
character Molohlanyi; a young, self-employed
arrested that I realized I needed to
recruitment scams in almost every
Johannesburg based woman who will do just
tell this story so people back at
organisation. People need to know
about anything to get her hands on money.
home can be aware of what is
that you cannot pay someone to
The antagonist quickly ventures into the
really happening in Joburg.”
give you a job. It is a red flag! With
deceptive world of fraud and becomes a conPte Maja reveals to SA Soldier
this book, people will be able
artist who poses as an employer scouting for
that “young people from villages
educate themselves about these
potential employees to work in her new surgical
are being scammed because, just
scams.”
clinic. Molohlanyi’s victims eventually learn
as our parents did back in the day,
Re ya Gauteng is available for
that just as with everything in life, there is
they believe moving to Gauteng
purchase at Albertina Sisulu Mess
always a price to pay. The plot thickens when
will better their lives. Some people
in Thaba-Tshwane for R200. To buy
they realise that they have all been working for
do not even return home after
your copy, contact Pte Maja on
a bogus clinic and have ultimately become
being scammed, because they are
076 411 8623.
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Praise and worship at CSANDF Thanksgiving

Article by Ms Khanyisile Gina
Photos by Ms Fikile Marakalla

T

he South African National
Defence Force (SANDF) brought
down the curtain on an
extraordinary year on a high note with
songs of praise and worship at the
CSANDF Thanksgiving Service at the

Chaplain General (Rev)
Monwabisi Jamangile
ministering at Thaba-Tshwane
City Hall during C SANDF
Thanksgiving service 2021.

Saint Engenas Zion Christian Church (ZCC) leader, Bishop (Dr) Joseph
Lekganyane being introduced to the guests of the C SANDF Thanksgiving
service 2021, at Thaba Tshwane.
Thaba-Tshwane City Hall, on 14 December 2021.
The annual ceremony was hosted by
Chaplain General, Brig Gen (Rev) Monwabisi
Jamangile, and presided upon by the Chief of
Staff of the SANDF, Lt Gen Lindile Yam on
behalf of the Chief of the SANDF, General
Rudzani Maphwanya who did not attend the
ceremony on doctors’ orders.
Addressing the congregants, Brig Gen (Rev)
Jamangile extended words of encouragement
and thanks to all chaplains for working
extremely hard during the trying times of
Covid-19, ensuring that soldiers and their
families had the necessary spiritual nurturance
and guidance in their time of need.
He said, “When fear was ravaging our
nation, it was our duty to help replace that fear
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with faith. I am grateful we have
come this far”.
Sealing off an enriching sermon
in what is expected to be his last
Thanksgiving Service as Chaplain
General, Brig Gen Jamangile,
reiterated how far the SANDF has
come despite the challenges that
came with the Covid-19 pandemic.
He thanked members for their
resilience and wished them a
blessed Christmas and a prosperous
New Year.
Delivering Gen Maphwanya’s
Thanksgiving Message, Lt Gen Yam,
stated that “this year saw many of
our soldiers exert themselves to
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their limits to ensure that we keep
those who look up to us safe.
“This year being the second
since the arrival of the Coronavirus
to our shores and a seismic
pandemic that rocked the entire
world and drastically changed the
way we do things, we have had to
adjust our approach to efficiently
execute our mandate while also
navigating the challenges this
disease brought to bear,” Lt Gen
Yam said.
He urged the congregation to
“not lose confidence in what our
men and women in uniform are
capable of doing.”
He called on all soldiers in units
and military installations across the
country to “remain vigilant at all
times and ensure that as some of us
go on leave, the security and
integrity of our military
installations remain intact and
capable men and women stand
guard at all times to ward off any
attempt of theft, sabotage or
destabilisation.”
The Chief of Staff also had stern
words for perpetrators of genderbased violence. “As we deal with the
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Nkabinde Brothers, and Mpho Thosago (middle) performing at the Thaba
Tshwane City Hall during C SANDF Thanksgiving service 2021.
COVID virus, let me call out those amongst us who
are agents of another pandemic in our society, the
pandemic of gender-based violence and abuse. Let
us stand united as men and women to renounce
the perpetrators of this heinous crime that
objectifies and dehumanizes our girl children,
nieces, sisters, daughters, mothers, aunts and all
women. As the SANDF, we stand united to say: No
to Gender-Based Violence, this cannot continue
happening. Not in our name,” he said.
He extended the SANDF’s condolences to
soldiers and colleagues who fell in the line of duty
this year.
“Some of our brethren unfortunately
succumbed to the enemy of our time, COVID-19,
and I want to assure all of you that with guidance
from our competent scientists, we shall start
seeing the end of this devastating virus,” he
added.
Lt Gen Yam called on everyone; soldiers and
civilians alike, to take up the many opportunities
to be vaccinated and stand a better chance of
surviving COVID-19.
He thanked soldiers for their role during the
July Unrests.
“I cannot over-emphasise the enormous role
you played during Operation PROSPER this July,
when our country was kept on tenterhooks by
those hell-bent on wreaking havoc and
undermining our state. Your actions as soldiers
during our country’s darkest hour were highly
commendable and will forever be remembered by
those who are not the enemies of peace and
truth.”

Lt Gen Yam said Gen
Maphwanya was “proud to
command a National Defence
Force staffed by patriotic men
and women from diverse
backgrounds, who stand united
in their diversity to advance the
vital mandate that the people of
South Africa have entrusted to
us.”
Lt Gen Yam also conveyed the
Chief of the SANDF’s gratitude to
Brig Gen Jamangile for “his
spiritual leadership that has been
a feature throughout our
military, national consciousness
and identity.
“The Good Reverend will
soon be calling time to his
illustrious military career in the
middle of next year and I want to
take this opportunity and give
him his flowers while he is still
with us. Vhafunzi, we appreciate
you and your sterling service to
our Republic.”
Lt Gen Yam then invited
congregants to move their focus
to the coming year before
wishing, on behalf of Gen
Maphwanya, a fulfilling rest
during the festive season to all
soldiers, public service personnel
and their families.
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Distinguished guests from
various religious groups in South
Africa, as well as Chiefs of Services
and Divisions in the SANDF joined
in worship and thanksgiving. The
religious leaders were all afforded
an opportunity to share messages
of faith and spiritual upliftment in
keeping with their respective
beliefs. They all expressed their
gratitude for the SANDF and in
particular the Chaplain General for
inviting them to the military’s
most prestigious faith event of the
year.
Amongst the religious leaders
in attendance were the leader of
the Saint Engenas Zion Christian
Church Bishop Joseph
Lekganyane; First DeputyPresident of the Muslim Judicial
Council (MJC), Moulana Abdul
Khaliq; and, the Anglican
Archbishop of Cape Town,
Archbishop Thabo Makgoba.
Also, in attendance were
former Chief of the SANDF, Gen
(Ret) Solly Shoke and Chairperson
of Orlando Pirates Football Club
and SANDF Education Trust
benefactor, Honorary Colonel (Dr)
Irvin Khoza among other notable
South Africans. Soldiers, airmen,
sailors, the military health
practitioners and invited guests in
attendance were treated to
uplifting spiritual songs and gospel
hymns belted out by the South
African Military Health Services
(SAMHS) band, the Nkabinde
Brothers, and Mpho Thosago.
The next major religious
gathering for the SANDF will be
the CSANDF Easter Service.
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We can all do better in 2022

for petty things and
too short to
continue saying
hurtful things to
others. Show more
Scripture Lesson: 1 Peter 3:8-9 NIV
compassion.
Secondly, it
"Finally, all of you, be like-minded, be
should
have taught
sympathetic, love one another, be
us
that
we are not
compassionate and humble. Do not repay
the
only
ones going
evil with evil or insult with insult. On the
through
struggles
contrary, repay evil with blessing, because
Chaplain (Rev) Frans Manganye,
on a daily basis.
to this you were called so that you may
ASB Garrison.
Each person in their
inherit a blessing."
different corners
e are standing at the beginning of a
like-minded one to another,
have something that they are
new year, having new ambitions and
according to Christ Jesus, not
struggling with, so be more tolerant.
new expectations. A lot of us even fall according to man's pleasure, but
Thirdly, we should have learned that
into the New Year's resolutions frenzy, where we according to God's word. How I
no one is an island. Whether we were
want to eat healthier, exercise or exercise more, expect you to treat me, is the same in isolation or quarantine, we all
invest and save, go into business, etc. even
way I should treat others. No
needed someone to assist us with
though this wears off as January comes to a close. double standards or being double
food, medication and even help with
The good thing about this is that we are looking
tongued, but to treat one another
our children. So let us be more
forward and we genuinely want better things for with compassion. We ought to
appreciative of one another. This will
ourselves, even though we sometimes lack the
remain humble towards one
assist us to bless those who are
discipline to see it through past January.
another, no matter how high we
persecuting, hurting or even
The idea of newness and new things should
climb the ladder of success. It is so
sabotaging us, because we will learn
be one that we apply to all facets of our lives. We easy to fall into the trap of
to understand that they too have
need to re-evaluate relationships (whether at
regarding yourself more highly
their own struggles and very often
work, family, church or within the community)
than you should when you have
they have no proper skills at hand to
and see where we can make things better. We
been elevated in terms of a
deal with those challenges and
need to look at what it is we can improve within position, but Peter is encouraging
therefore they make other people's
ourselves, and not at what the next person needs us to remember in essence that we lives miserable because they
to do differently.
have all sinned and have fallen
themselves are miserable. Pray for
After giving instruction in very specific
short of the glory of God. So no one them and speak blessing upon them.
matters like husband/wife relations in the first
is better than the other.
As we enter the New Year, let us
seven verses of the chapter, the Apostle Peter
I believe that as much as
practice more of the good things to
uses a very general approach from verse 8. This
COVID-19 brought about pain,
make someone else's life better. Let
is the same man who denied Jesus at a very
suffering, loss, devastation and
us not only look to our own needs,
critical time in the life of Jesus, as he was about
much discomfort to most of us, it
but be mindful of the needs of
to be crucified. The same man who had to make
also brought about a lot of
others. Let us think twice before
his own mistakes first is now able to encourage
opportunities for growth as there
deliberately hurting others with our
others on the better way to treat one another.
were many lessons to learn. First of words and deeds and let us practice
Very often we have to learn the hard way in
all, we must have learned that life is compassion towards everyone,
order for us to become and do better.
too short to continue keeping
whether they like us or not. Let us
Peter starts off by telling Christians to be
grudges, compromising our peace
love them anyway!

By Chaplain (Rev) Frans Manganye,
ASB Garrisson
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